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A report about drones against civilians in north and east Syria
Report on violations committed and statistics and the number of casualties
and the drones affiliated with the Turkish State, in which civilians and civilian
medical, state and military institutions were targeted in the regions of north
and east Syria from 2019 to 2021.
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 The authority of report:
Human Rights Organization in Al-Jazeera:
Human Rights organization in Al-Jazeera : a voluntary independent civil- pluralist
organization with human rights activists since its founding in 2013 it operates its activity in
accordance with the decision s of the general body, Governing Council and the internal
system of the organization consistent with the laws regulating civil society institutions in
North and East Syria, its establishment was as an objective response to intellectual
reference to human rights of the universal declaration, and all international instruments
and treaties are relevant against any attack of any kind and from any authority issued.

 The aim of the report :
Preparation and documentation of a report on shelling by drones of the Turkish State and
violations against civilians and military personnel in the north and east of Syria.

 References and sources of information:
In preparing the reports, the organization relied on documentation and statistics from all its
branches in Al-Jazeera, Euphrates, Manbij, Raqqa and Deir Alzzor, as well as on information
received from the General Command of the Internal Security Forces of Northern and
Eastern Syria and interviews with the victims, eyewitnesses, media sources and legal
activists from all regions of northern and eastern Syria.
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The documented cases.
 Jatal village of Al-Darbasiya town.
 Qurinful road located west of Tel Abyad city.
 Mamet road in south of Kobani city.
 the Martyr Davram Regiment located on the public
road Qamashli-Derek near the village of Dakri.
 two oil Babase and Saeed stations.
 the internal security headquarter in Kobani city.
 the village of Haleng in the city of Kobani.
 A point belonging to the center of Russian Relation
located in Al-Darbasiya town.
 Rojava center for repairing agriculture machineries
and cars IN Al-Qamishli city.
 fuel company in Al-Qamishli city.
Fourthly








Mizra Tahtanee village.
Der Dijla quarry of Derek city (Malkiya).
Kobani-Aleppo road near to Qomaji village.
Al-Hasakah- Al-Qamishli road on Ali Farow road.
Tel Temir military council.
The house of the wounded in the village of Hemowest of Qamishli.

 Qamishli-Derek road near to Waneek village.
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 Al-Harish area surround the Euphrates River which
belongs to the village of Hamam in north-east of
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Manbij.

 Kobani city.
 the village of Yadi Qawi next to the Seran
restaurant on Aleppo Road.
 Al-Hilalia neighborhood- Al-Qamishli.
 Kobani city.
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- First : The introduction:
- A drone: It is an aircraft operated and controlled by a person on the ground, these
aircrafts have their origins in World War I (1914-1918), but the types currently used were
developed in the 1970s.
These aircraft are widely used in the civilian widely and their use in the military field has
increased to reduce the risks to pilots, on the one hand and due to cheap its cost
compared to traditional aircraft, as well as their great ability to withstand and fly for
relatively longer periods.
The use of this type of aircraft in armed conflict has changed many rules of humanitarian
law, Since this type of aircraft was not limited to civilian use and became for war use, this
has had a significant impact on many of the most important legal aspects of these small
aircraft in a lot of things of legal significance one of the importance: weakening the
traditional concept of the military State, changing the content of the soldier and the
meaning of the small State, restricting the principle of State sovereignty and missing the
principles of necessity and humanity.

The military use of a drone:
Military interest in drones has led to the development of a wide variety of drones,
classified by their growing potential and military missions into many types, including:
 Tactical aircraft
 Anti-ballistic missile aircraft
 Aircraft launched from the air
 High altitude aircraft
 Medium altitude aircraft
 Helicopter take-off and landing aircraft
 Aircraft of Transport wounded and Supply
 Launch manual aircraft
 Miniature Aircraft
 Miniature Aircraft
These drones are a certain method of warfare that is used according to the
aforementioned types in battlefield reconnaissance processes, troop supply,
telecommunications interference, provision the information to direct the missiles,
interception of enemy missiles and direct the missiles, tracking diverse targets, searching
for soldiers and assassinating individuals that made a drone a highly dangerous military
weapon and uses separate aircraft with pre-prepared program to achieve this objective
and according to specific track(Drone) and it is known as( R p v ) this type cannot be
entered into its operational program and orders can be given by conversion to the
receiver aviation after its launched then it's closed, this type of aircraft is used to commit
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murder against civilian military targets during which it is difficult to identify the
perpetrator or the State responsible for the offense committed, and the crime exceed
the borders of the State, this aircraft has no external form of its specification and to
which country it belongs in addition to that the principle of sovereignty and the State has
become profitable and open and the use of this means would destroy opportunities for
the victim in order to avoid deadly assault, it becomes almost impossible to dispose of
danger in these crimes as well as the effects of are often great and the horror it causes
people more than any other method due to of its nature and wide effects.
The use of drones affected on the rules of international humanitarian law and the role of
the United Nations in formulating new rules and confirmed that air strikes are only lawful
if they are directed against the target of a military target that is against a target whose
total or partial destruction is apparent warlike interest of a combatant.
The use of this type of aircraft has changed the meaning of the small State, the absence
of international responsibility and the absence of the principles of necessity and
humanity contained in the rules of international humanitarian law , and on the other
hand it has enabled these States to attack the nationals of other States through the
direction its drone to target and kill civilians and a small State can single-handedly
confront a militarily outnumbered State after it has built a fleet of drones that caused
changing the meaning of a small State.
As a result, borders no longer have sanctity or significance and the threat of destruction
locally is no longer confined to the parties to the conflict, but can be extended to States
where drones have crossed over and killed civilians with a plan, far from any revolution
or anger, this reflects a more dangerous character than a person who commit the crime
under psychological stress, the operator of the drone is more dangerous due to of the
accuracy with which he represents the crime and the offender has a strong chance of
reaching his purpose, usually using a drone is a treacherous means of surprising the
perpetrator to the victim who is not ready to defend himself and the perpetrator has an
easy chance of impunity, we notice that in the drone period it is no longer possible to
cope with the effects, damage, damage and premeditated murder caused beyond the
limits of the State using them, the importance of that international responsibility has
increased.
The damage caused by this drone may occur without any fault being attributable to the
State responsible for the aircraft, it is difficult for drones to have an external form of its
specification and to which country it belongs indicating their qualities and , which
complicates the proof, as well as the use of this modern technique has become justified
and legitimate.
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On the other hand, we note that the principle of State sovereignty has been restricted,
since the basic areas of territorial sovereignty are made impossible by technological
advances and the most powerful technology has the capacity to carry out organized
murders in other States, the gravity of such conduct does not lie in such crimes, but
rather in the fact that general international law has not yet put an end to such crimes,
which may reach any human being, this is the result of major scientific developments
that allow drone to fly long distances in the air and to cross over the airspace of States at
great speed, making it difficult to prove that to any State that belongs, this affects State
sovereignty and makes it very difficult to subject this weapon to the national legislation
and its observation is very difficult, Proportionality is not available due to the number of
murders that result from these drone is much higher than the targeted persons and this
is a major violated of the rules of international law which focus on the need to
discrimination between civilians and military personnel at any times.
The principle of necessity is one of the most important principles of international law
that would mitigate the scourge and effects of war and armed conflict by reducing the
use of the means of violence and cruelty except to the extent necessary to achieve the
purpose of war (weakening the enemy's resistance), and the principle of necessity is
subject to humanitarian restrictions, and no party is allowed to use brutal methods of
killing, of which drones are one of the means of such brutal methods, in addition to
attacks on civilians, civilian points or attacks on wounded persons are not permitted by
the principle of necessity, and the principle of humanity makes it imperative to protect
civilians from the horrors of war and calls for the avoidance of acts of cruelty and
brutality in combat, the deliberate killing by drone of civilians, wounded or captured or
the abuse of children and women are inhumane and lead to achieve the goal of war or
victory.
This situation undermines the protection of the right to life and the rule of law and the
ability of the international community to maintain a solid foundation for international
security.
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- Second : Legal study :
The war zone has undergone significant change on a large scale since the adoption of the
first Geneva Convention 1864 and the real beginning of the international humanitarian
law in modern times and most contemporary armed conflicts now take place within the
borders of States not between States (internal troubles and armed conflicts).
The means and methods of warfare have become highly sophisticated among our
ancestors and the current generation, and the use of drone and drone weapons such as a
radio-guided aircraft is a good example in this case.
It is logical to wonder whether international humanitarian law has been able to match all
these developments and changes in the methods and means of warfare?
The answer is yes, international law through the tireless efforts of international law
scholars to keep up with these developments through legal studies and on the basis of
fundamental principles of substantive international humanitarian law that are closely
related to these developments in armed conflicts and continue to respond
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has been actively engaged since its
establishment in promoting and preserving the values and principles of international
humanitarian law to the present day.
Under the applicable laws of war, warring parties must always ensure that civilians and
civilian objects are avoided from the effects of war on them to take precautionary
measures to avoid any reduction in the risk of civilians being killed, wounded or property
destroyed, parties should also reduce civilian harm including military operations near
heavily populated areas, as well as keep civilians away from military objectives.
Whether the killings (of civilians) processes and who is been targeted outside the
traditional battlefields of the drones(here we refer to Turkish marches in northern and
eastern Syria) subject to the terms of reference of international humanitarian law whose
basic principles include the protection of civilians or subject to the terms of reference of
international human rights law in the absence of conventional armed conflict which
prohibits the use of lethal force except to protect against actual threats or hostilities that
pose a continuing threat to the lives of soldiers With the requirement of near certainty
that no civilians will be killed or injured and with all these legal facts and justification, or
subject to the terms of reference of international human rights law in the absence of
conventional armed conflict which prohibits the use of lethal force except to protect
against actual threats or hostilities that pose a continuing threat to the lives of soldiers
With the requirement of near certainty that no civilians will be killed or injured and with
all these legal facts and justification, the victims are mostly civilians.
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These strikes by these aircraft operating in accordance with international humanitarian
law are certainly a war crime and are not exempt from any justification or assurances
that civilians will not be targeted and evading the legal and moral responsibility of such
civilian victims of their attacks, as well as their continued attempts to keep these
operations within broad frameworks to protect it.
Protecting their results of evaluation and review, ensuring diminished oversight and
increasing confidentiality on the grounds that they are involved in the "fight against
terrorism" without geographical boundaries or under the pretext of protecting Turkey's
national security".
The Turkish State continues attack by a drones, continue civilian casualties and ground
operations of its forces to violate international humanitarian law and its international
legal obligations, it demonstrates its unwillingness to deal with damage to the civilian
population and recognition and compensation them and this in clear breach of the laws
of war as they do not discriminate between combatants and civilians and cause
significant civilian casualties is totally disproportionate to legitimate military objectives
which can be legally targeted and the burden is on the attacking party (the Turkish State)
to take all feasible precautions to ensure that the objective is a fighter before an attack is
launched and to reduce the damage to civilians, otherwise it is responsible to the
international law to commit a war crime, as we mentioned.
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-Thirdly: the statistics:
The following is a statistics of incidents in which civilians, medical, governmental and
military centers and institutions were targeted in north and east Syria by a drone coming
from inside Turkish territory and used by the Turkish army to target points inside Syrian
territory from (2019) to (2021), the number of casualties caused by these drones and
everything we have been able to document.

Seque
nce

The type
of
violation

The place of violation

The date and
time of violation

1.

Bombing
of a
drone

Al-Darbasiya

13/10/2019

2.

Bombing
of a
drone

3.

4.

Bombing
of a
drone
Bombing
of a
drone

5.

Bombing
of a
drone

6.

Bombing
of a
drone

7.

Bombing
of a
drone

Qurinful road- west of
Tel Abyad

Kobani

20/11/2019

22/11/2019
Around 3:45
o'clock
12/1/2020
Around 1:05
o'clock

Al-Qamishli-Derek
public road near to the
village of Dakri
two oil stations in
3/4/2020 Around
northern Qahtaniyah
5:00 in the
in the city of Qamishli
morning

Kobani

Kobani- the village of
Haleng

8.

Bombing
of a
drone

a point belonging to
the Centre for Russian
Relations in AlDerbasiya

9.

Bombing
of a
drone

Rojava center for
repairing agriculture
machineries and cars

27/4/2020
Around 3:10
o'clock

23/6/2020

16/7/2002

20/7/2020
Around 9:40
o'clock
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Victims and damages
The violated
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The Turkish
army
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army
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2
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them
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Burning the
vehicle

1

demolition of
homes
Damages to the
targeted building

2

Material damages
to Saeeda and
Babase two oil
station
Damages of the
garage of cars
and the nearby
buildings to the
place of the
targeting

The Turkish
army

The Turkish
army

The Turkish
army

Material
damages
Material damages
to the site

1

The Turkish
army
The Turkish
army

wound

3
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n

Damages to the
targeted building

The Turkish
army
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of
Syrian
Democr
atic
Forces

Material damages
to the site

The Turkish
army

3

Damages to the
site, cars and
machineries in

in Al-Qamishli city

10.

Bombing
of a
drone

11.

Bombing
of a
drone

12.

Bombing
of a
drone

13.

14.

Bombing
of a
drone
Bombing
of a
drone

fuel company
(SADCOP) in AlQamishli

Mizra Tahtanee village

Der Dijla quarry of
Derek city.
Kobani road near to
Qomaji village
Al-hasakah- Qamishli
road on Ali Farow road

15.

Bombing
of a
drone

16.

Bombing
of a
drone

the house of the
wounded in the village
of Hemo- of Qamishli
city

Bombing
of a
drone
Bombing
of a
drone

Derek-Qamishli
road near to Wanik
village
Al-Harish area belongs
to Al-Hamam village in
north-east Manbij city

Bombing
of a
drone

Kobani

17.

18.

19.

Tel Temir military
council

the center
6/8/2020
Around 6:45
o'clock

18/10/2020

The Turkish
army

1

Damages to the
targeted building

The Turkish
army

Two
element
s of
Syrian
Democr
atic
Forces

Burning the
vehicle

4/4/2021

The Turkish
army

Damages to the
backhoe loader
mechanism , and
the quarry

30/7/2021

The Turkish
army

Burning the
vehicle

19/8/2021

The Turkish
army

1

Burning the
vehicle

19/8/2021
Around 6:00
o'clock

The Turkish
army

/4/
element
s of
Syrian
Democr
atic
Forces
among
them
two
member

Material damages
to the site

23/8/2021
Around 11:25 in
the morning

The Turkish
army

3

Burning the
vehicle

The Turkish
army
12/9/2021

The Turkish
army

20/10/2021
Around 3:16
o'clock

The Turkish
army

10

Material damages
to the site

3

3

Material damages
and fruit-bearing
trees logging
Burning the
vehicle and
material damages
to the properties

20.

Bombing
of a
drone

The village of Yadi
Qawi on Aleppo road

23/10/2021
Around 3:16
o'clock

21.

Bombing
of a
drone

Al- Hilalia
neighborhood Qamishli city

9/11/2021
Around 3:15
o'clock

The Turkish
army

3

22.

Bombing
of a
drone

Kobani

25/12/2021
Around 16:00
o'clock

The Turkish
army

5

The Turkish
army

3

Burning the
vehicle and
material damages
to the properties
4

Targeting civilians
homes

- Fourthly: the documented cases:
- 1- A cace of targeting a village of Al-Darbasiya city by a drone in Al-Qamishli:
- The type of violation: targeting a village of Al-Darbasiya city in Al-Qamishli by an airstrike
-

of the Turkish army led to a person lost his life .
The date of violation: on Sunday, on 13/10/2019 .
The place of violation: Jatal village of Al-Darbasiya town in Al-Qamishli .
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal
Security Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service
in North and East Syria .
The event: on Sunday, on 13/10/2019 targeting Jatal village of Al-Darbasiya city in AlQamishli by an airstrike of the Turkish army led to a person lost his life and the victim
born in 1967 .
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- 2- A cace of targeting a vehicle carrying /5/ people by a drone on Qurinful
road located west of Tel Abyad city
- Type of violation: targeting a vehicle carrying/5/ people on Qurinful road located west of
-

Tel Abyad city with a shell from a drone caused killed and injured.
The date of violation: on 20 November 2019.
The place of violation: on Qurinful road located west of Tel Abyad city.
The source of news: eyewitnesses- victims- media agencies- Human Rights Organization.
The event: on Wednesday, on 20/11/2019 a vehicle carrying/5/ people frome the same
family has been targeted on Qurinful road located west of Tel Abyad city with a shell
from a drone of the Turkish army caused killed and injured from the family who left the
village toward city Raqqa city to escape the constant bombardment of the Turkish army
and armed factions targeting their village and the nearby villages since the onset of
Peace Springs Operation on 9/10/2019 ,when the cold intensified and after ten days of
their displacement a number of family members returned to the village on 20/11/2019
to take supplies and winter clothing, on their way out of the village they were targeted
in front of their car when they prepared to leave the village, two family members lost
their lives, three others were injured and many burns, as well as looting and stealing all
the house's items after the bombing.

- The testimonies of the witnesses:
The witness, her age is /50/ years: When the Turkish attack began on our area in Syria,
they bombed the city of Tel Abyad, we left our house and went to Raqqa, we were
sleeping on the ground and homeless, we didn't have any baggage and due to that my
children decided to return to their village and home to bring some necessary needs
especially with winter, on the way to the village while they were standing in front of the
car to transport the items of the house, two Turkish drones were flying over the house
which bombed them, My son and my nephew were killed, my son and my daughters
were wounded by the bombing which caused losing their feet ,they were injured by
shrapnel and several burns in whole the body, the Turkish army bombed civilians and
soldiers, destroyed and robbed homes, now my two daughters are injured, they are in
bad situation, I'm an elderly woman, I can't help my girls and their father is old and he
can't help them, the first girl/24/ years and the second girl/25/ years, I can't support
them and I have been suffering from disease and taking medication, and for two years
now we've been treating girls for operations, and now there's nothing with us and it's
difficult for us to pay for operations from our expense, the autonomous administration
helped us to make operation for my daughter's foot, i stayed with their father in Raqqa,
and my children returned home due to they didn't want to leave their property and their
house and to prepare the house and live in it but the Turkish plane bombed, and at the
same night they bombed my children, they took all the items from the house, took the
livestock and my children's blood was on the ground.
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I don't mourn my money and my home that's gone, but I mourn my son and my
nephew's martyrdom, and I mourn my daughters' situation, and I want help my
daughters to can live the rest of their lives due to they can't work and earn a living.
Now I'm staying in the house of strange people, i just want to return home to my village
to the memory of my children who were martyred, i don't want the money, i want my
land.
The witness, her age /24/: We were in our village at our house and there was nothing to
worry about, i was with my brothers and sisters, and at sunset as we prepared to get out
of the village, and the plane flew over our house and started bombing the village, as a
result of the bombing, my brother lost his life, and my sister and I were injured in our
feet, and then we went to the hospital to get treatment, and started subject to the
operations of our feet.
My sister her leg has been amputated and I had a broken leg and severe wounds to my
body, We've had several operations and we're still continue our treatment, my sister and
I were teachers in our village, and everything was fine, we went to work and everything
was fine until the Turkish bombing started that caused the displacement of the people
and destroyed the village, we suffered a lot, my sister lost her foot, and She got hurt in
her right ear and lost her hearing, she suffered a broken throat, she suffered severe
burns to her body, I suffered severe wounds to my feet and a broken foot and a body full
of shrapnel and burns, I had an operation where they put in an iron brace from the
outside and then i had another operation to get the brace out, my wounds haven't
healed and I have severe injuries to my ankles, I can't walk, we were bombed without
warning, and within one hour the whole village was destroyed by planes and guns, the
people escaped and displaced to Raqqa and elsewhere, we were bombed and we didn't
do anything and we became in this situation.
The Turkish state has attacked us, and it has targeted young people, girls and homes, no
one has heard our call and the Turkish State that caused the deaths of people has not
been held accountable, we must unite.
Kurds everywhere have suffered from the injustice and tyranny of the Turkish State
in(Ras Al-Ain - Kobani – Tel Abyad).
My sister still has shrapnel in her body and she still needs to operation, we've paid
everything we have to make those operations.
We wish the help of charitable associations and organizations and that this situation will
come to an end and that we will return to our homes, villages and families and demand
that the perpetrators of these crimes against civilians be held accountable.
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The following is a link showing what is issued ANHA about the mentioned incident :
https://hawarnews.com/ar/haber/d8b9d8a7d8a6d984d8a9-d8b6d8add8a7d98ad8a7-d985d8acd8b2d8b1d8a9d982d8b1d986d981d984-d98ad8b1d988d988d986-d8aad981d8a7d8b5d98ad984d987d8a7d988d98ad8b7d8a7d984d8a8d988d986-d8a8d985d8add8a7d8b3d8a8d8a9-d982d8a7d8aad984d98ad8a3d8a8d986d8a7d8a6d987d985-h27128.html

- 3- A cace of targeting a drone of the Turkish occupation to civilians in south
of Kobani on Mamet road:
- Type of violation: targeting a civilian house in south of Kobani on Mamet road by a shell
-

of drone led to injury of a citizen in his foot.
The date of violation: on Friday evening, on 22-11-2019, around 3:45 P.M
The place of violation: on Mamet road in south of Kobani.
The source of news: Internal Security Forces - Media Agencies - Human Rights
Organization in Euphrates - Testimony of the injured citizen.
The event: on 22-11-2019 at three and forty-five minutes, on Friday evening a shell from
a drone of Turkish Occupation Army targeted a civilian home South of the city of Kobani,
on Mamet road led to injuring a civilian and was taken to the hospital for treatment, the
injured is a resident of the house, who was taken to Kobani City Hospital for treatment
for having a fragment in his foot.
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The General Command of the Internal Security Forces in North and East Syria issued a
statement in this regard stated that: a drone of Turkish Occupation Army targeted a
civilian home South of the town of Kobani in the evening on Friday 22 January that
caused a resident of a house was wounded by several shrapnel and this is aimed at
undermining the gains of the autonomous administration in northern and eastern Syria
and the Turkish state's constant attempt to destabilize security and create the chaos.

The following is a link showing what is issued RASTI NEWS about the mentioned incident :
https://rasti.news/%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%86%D8%A7%D8%B7%D9%82/%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%A6%D8
%B1%D8%A9-%D9%85%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D8%AA%D8%B1%D9%83%D9%8A%D8%A9%D8%AA%D8%B3%D8%AA%D9%87%D8%AF%D9%81-%D9%85%D9%86%D8%B2%D9%84%D8%A7%D9%8B%D9%83%D9%88%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86/

- 4- A cace of targeting of a drone for a regiment on Al-Qamishli -Derek public
road :
- The type of violation: targeting the Martyr Davram regiment by an airstrike of the
Turkish army that resulted in the loss of two lives their lives.
- The date of violation: on Sunday, on 12/1/2020 at 1:5 o'clock

- The place of violation: the Martyr Davram Regiment located on the public road
Qamashli-Derek near the village of Dakri.
- The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal
Security Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service
in North and East Syria
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- The event: on 12/1/2020 , on Sunday at 1:5 o'clock the Martyr Davram Regiment located
on the public road Qamashli-Derek near the village of Dakri was targeted by an air raid of
the Turkish army led to two elements of the regiment losing their lives.

- 5- A cace of a drone targeting of two stations in northern Qahtaniyah in the
city of Qamishli :
- The type of violation: targeting of two oil stations by two air raids of the Turkish army
-

led to material damage.
The date of violation: on 3/4/2020, on Friday at 5 A.M in the morning, targeting Babase
station and at 2;30 in the noon Saeed station has been targeted
The place of violation: in northern Qahtaniyah in the city of Qamishli
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal
Security Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service
in North and East Syria .
The event: on 3/4/2020, on Friday at 5 o'clock in the morning Babase station in Tel
Hisnat village near to the Turkish border has been targeted by an air raid of the Turkish
army, it was limited to material damage, and on the same day at 2:30 in the noon,
Saeeda station in the village of Tel Khatun near the Turkish border was targeted by an air
strike by the Turkish Army, it was limited to material damage.
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- 6- A cace of targeting of the internal security headquarter with two shells in
the city of Kobani :
- The type of violation: targeting of the internal security headquarter with two shells of
-

the Turkish army led to physical damage to the site
The date of violation: on Monday, on 27/4/2021 at 3:10
The place of violation: the internal security headquarter in Kobani city .
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal
Security Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service
in North and East Syria .
The event: on 27/4/2021, on Monday at 3:10 the internal security headquarter was
targeted in Kobani city with two shells of the Turkish army and the first one fell into the
car garage of the Internal Security Forces and it had a timer, where it exploded near an
Asayish car and the second exploded near the Office of Oversight and Inspection car.
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The following is a link showing what is issued ALARABIC about the mentioned incident :
https://www.alarabiya.net/arab-and-world/syria/2020/04/28/%D9%85%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D9%83%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%AA%D8%B3%D8%AA%D9%87%D8%AF%D9%81%D9%85%D8%B1%D9%83%D8%B2%D8%A7-%D9%84%D9%82%D8%B3%D8%AF-%D9%81%D9%8A%D9%83%D9%88%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%8A-%D9%88%D9%84%D8%A7%D8%A3%D8%B6%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%B1-%D8%A8%D8%B4%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9

- 7- A cace of targeting of a drone at a house in the village of Haleng in the
city of Kobani :
- The type of violation: targeting a house by airstrike of the Turkish army that resulted in
-

three female companions losing their lives .
The date of violation: on 23/6/2020, on Tuesday
The place of violation: the village of Haleng in the city of Kobani .
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal
Security Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service
in North and East Syria.
The event: on 23/6/2020, on Tuesday a house was targeted by an airstrike of the Turkish
army that resulted in three female companions losing their lives.

The following is a link showing what is issued BUYERPRESS about the mentioned incident :
https://buyerpress.com/?p=84113
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- 8- A cace of targeting a point belonging to the Centre for Russian Relations
by a drone in the city of Derbasiya :
- The type of violation: targeting a point belonging to the Centre for Russian Relations by
-

an air raid of the Turkish army led to the injury of an actor of SDF .
The date of violation: on Thursday, on 16/7/2020 .
The place of violation: a point belonging to the Centre for Russian Relation located in the
electricity center in Derbasiya city.
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal
Security Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service
in North and East Syria .
The event: on Thursday, on 16/7/2020, a point belonging to the Center for Russian
Relation located in the electricity center in Derbasiya city has been targeted by an air raid
of the Turkish army and one of SDF elements was injured by targeting.

- 9- A cace of targeting the of a drone for the Rojava center for repairing
agriculture machineries and cars in the city of Qamishli :
- Type of violation: targeting Rojava center for repairing agriculture machineries and cars
-

-

by shell from a drone led to casualties and material damages.
The date of violation: Monday 20/7/2020 at 9:40
The place of projectile falling: shell from a drone fell on the northeastern side in
Qamishli city near to the old station in Rojava center for repairing agriculture
machineries and cars affiliated with economic commission which is far from the Turkish
border a distance 500 square meters.
Source of the news: human rights organization and several Media : Ronahi, Anaha ,
Rudaw.
The event: on 20/7/2020 at about 9:40 A.M in the morning of Monday a shell fell by a
drone coming from the northern side of the Turkish borders targeted Rojava center for
repairing agriculture machineries and cars affiliated with economic commission of the
autonomous administration in Qamishli city which is far from the Turkish Syrian border a
distance 500 square meters, the shell hit in electric column in the city center and caused
a material and humanitarian damages where three workers in the center were injured by
shrapnel and transferred to martyr Khabat hospital , 6 cars, two agriculture tractors and
two trucks, after ambulance the wounded the center were surrounded by Internal
security forces that is belong to the autonomous administration who they evacuated the
place from the workers and also the houses that near to place of accident, for fear of
repetition after about one hour the operation imposed a security cordon on the place,
and they emptied the surveillance cameras and wrote the records and after six o'clock in
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the evening a Russian patrol came to the center and a seize of the incident was written,
they stated after discovering that the shell was manufactured of the Turkish state
according to the piece of the shell that was scattered on the ground in the center and
this shell was launched from a drone was as confirmed by the Russian patrol and some
parts of the shell were taken by the patrol and the rest of the items are in the center and
are photographed by the Internal Security Forces, the Internal Security Team and a team
from the organization and are kept in the center.

- The first injured born in 1966, the injury was a fragment that hacked his chest from
the right side and stayed and the fragment was still in his body.
- The second injured, his birth in 1970, the injury was a fragment in the left arm abs
and it is still in his body.
- The third injured , his birth 1967,the injury was a fragment from the back in his back
between his shoulders and it was taken out with surgery operation.
- According to the statement of some injured : The wounded man: who born in 1916 while
he was at the station at his workplace, he was hit by shrapnel from the shell that hit with
an electric column and hit his chest without realizing it until a worker standing next to
him and told him that he was bleeding, then the workers turned next to him and he was
taken by a Jeep car affiliated with the center to martyr Khabat hospital but the doctor
could not remove the shrapnel from the lung and it is still inside the lung, his statements
came as follow:
The statement: on 20/7/2020 on Monday at about 9:15 I was in my center is known
Rojava center for repairing agriculture machineries affiliated with economic commission
of the autonomous administration in(NES) when the accident happened I was in a room
with some workers at that time I saw a flash of light and I heard a strong voice where I
was far away from the door of room a distance 3M, I get out to see what happened there
suddenly one of them told me that I was bleeding from my chest where I injured with
fragment without feeling of it, the workers helped me and took me with by a Jeep when
we arrived to martyr Khabat hospital the doctor cleaned the wound and bandaged it, he
took X-ray to the wound site and a fragment appeared inside the lung, the doctor could
not get it out ,I stayed 3 days in the hospital in the intensive care under observation,
after that I knew that it was a drone came from the northern side of the Turkish Syrian
border caused a humanitarian damages including injury of three workers and a material
damages including three agriculture tractors with damaged wheels and the glass was
broken, camion and /6/ cars and this what I saw when I returned to the center.
I call on the international community and international organization to stop the hostile
practices and violations which the Turkish state commits against the civilian in (NES)
although I am from Ras Al-Ain ( sari kani) I lost all I have my home and my job, wherever I
go I am exposed to shells here also in the place of my sustenance and my job.
We visited the Internal Security Forces Centre to inquire about their vision of the incident
and they provided us with a report of the incident and a number of images showing the
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fragments scattered from the shell according to their vision, as well as a video that was
filmed for the place of the shell fell.

- 10- A cace of targeting of fuel company (SADCOP) in the territory of Al Jazeera:
- The type of violation: targeting of fuel company in the territory of Al Jazeera by a shell of a
-

drone of the Turkish army led to a civilian injury with wounds.
The date of violation: on 6/8/2020 , in the evening of Thursday at 6:45 o'clock
The place of violation: fuel company (SADCOP) in the territory of Al Jazeera.
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization- Internal Security Forces – witnesses .
The event: on 6/8/2020,on Thursday at 6:45 o'clock a fuel company (SADCOP) in the
territory of Al Jazeera has been targeted by a shell of a drone of the Turkish army led to a
civilian, his birth 1995 a citizen of Al-Qamishli city being shot in the left leg by a fragment, as
he worked in watering of his farmland next to the company.
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- 11- A cace of targeting a military vehicle by a drone in Mizra Tahtanee village :
- The type of violation: targeting a military vehicle by an air raid of the Turkish army led to
-

two elements of SDF lost their lives.
The date of violation : on Sunday, on 18/10/2020
The place of violation: Mizra Tahtanee village.
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal Security
Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service in North
and East Syria
The event: on Sunday, 18/10/2020 a military vehicle ( logistic) in Mizra Tahtanee village by
an air raid of the Turkish army led to two elements of SDF lost their lives.

- 12- A cace of targeting mechanism ( front and backhoe loader) in quarry by a
drone in Derek city :
- The authority of report: Human Rights Organization in Al-Jazeera.
- The type of violation: targeting a front and backhoe loader mechanism in Der Dijla quarry
-

by an airstrike of the Turkish army caused damages.
The date of violation: on Monday, on 4/4/2021
The place of violation: Der Dijla quarry of Derek city.
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal Security
Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service in North
and East Syria.
The event: on Monday, , on 4/4/2021 a front and backhoe loader mechanism in Der Dijla
quarry of Derek city has been targeted by an airstrike and caused damages.

The following is a link showing what is issued Syrian observatory for Human Rights about
the mentioned incident :
https://www.syriahr.com/%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%A6%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D9%85%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D9%83%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%AA%D8%B3%D8%AA%D9%87%D8%AF%D9%81%D8%A2%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%82%D8%B1%D8%A8/431751/
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- 13- A cace of targeting of a Kongra Star vehicle by a drone on Kobani-Aleppo
road :
- The type of violation: targeting of a vehicle affiliated with Kongra Star comrades by an air
-

raid of the Turkish army
The date of violation: on Friday, on 30/7/2021
The place of violation: on Kobani-Aleppo road near to Qomaji village .
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal Security
Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service in North
and East Syria .
The event: on Friday, on 30/7/2021 a vehicle belonging to Kongra Star's comrades on
Kobani-Aleppo road near to Qomaji village has been targeted to an air raid of the Turkish
army.

The following is a link showing what is issued AFN NEWS about the mentioned incident :
https://anfarabic.com/%D9%83%D8%B1%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86/tayrt-msyrt-llahtlal-altrkytsthdf-syart-mdnyt-bryf-kwbany-72372

- 14- A cace of targeting a drone to a leader of People's Protection Units on Ali
Farow Road :
- The date of violations: targeting a leader in People's Protection Units by an aerial raid
backed to the Turkish army lead to his martyrdom.
- The date of violation: on Thursday, on 19/8/2021
- The place of violation: Ali Farow road.
- The source of news: Human Rights Organization in Al-Jazeera region- media agenciesinformation center of the People's Protection Units.
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- The event: on 19/8/2021, on Thursday at 16:12 o'clock the leader has been targeted by an
aerial raid backed to the Turkish army led to his martyrdom, declaration of the document of
the martyr through a written statement of the General Command of the People's
Protection Units and contains: "The revolution of Roj Ava and northeastern Syria has
become the source of freedom and coexistence of peoples that made the Turkish state and
its mercenary to fight this revolution, these attacks caused insecurity of people in the
region and are taking place in front of the entire world and continue till today, Despite the
ceasefire the Turkish army continues its attacks particularly on civilians that caused many
civilians were killed, in many times our military units were subjected to mercenary attacks
but they countered and defeated them
on 19 August at 14:00, our comrade in the military council of the People's Protection Units
was martyred and from the command of SDF the Comrade and as a result of a drone
airstrike on Al- Haskah-Qamishli Ali Farow road.

- The Comrade is a Kurdish from eastern Kurdistan who participated in the ranks of the
revolution on the basis of historical responsibility, he fought against all the regimes that
justified the suppression and extermination of the Kurdish people and took a historic role in
their struggle on all fronts of combat in Roj Ava against the war.
Martyr is a murderer and has fought an unparalleled struggle as a fighter and leader on all
fronts of fighting against the enemy of humanity/ ISIS and the Turkish occupation
Performing all his duties responsibly and without hesitation,
Comrade participated in a lot of revolutionary activities that were taking place in the parts
of Kurdistan, He martyred like his brother the martyr who became a symbol of all the youth
of Kurdistan and martyr during his revolutionary life for more than 30 years was believed in
his soul and his heart with freedom and achieved many great heroics
In the end, we recall in the leader person all the martyrs of the revolution with respect and
offer our condolences to his family and our people, as we renew our promise and pledge to
avenge all forms of enemy attacks.

The following is a link showing what is issued ANHA about the mentioned incident :
https://msmy.facebook.com/hawarnews/videos/%D8%B9%D8%A7%D8%AC%D9%84%D9%87%D8%AC%D9%88%D9%85%D8%B9%D9%84%D9%89-%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D8%B9%D9%84%D9%89%D8%B7%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%82-%D8%B9%D9%84%D9%8A%D9%81%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%AA%D8%B9%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%AA%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D9%84%D9%87%D8%AC%D9%88%D9%85%D8%B9%D9%84%D9%89-%D8%B7%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%82-%D8%B9%D9%84%D9%8A%D9%81%D8%B1%D9%88-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%88%D8%A7%D8%B5%D9%84%D8%A8%D9%8A%D9%86/366248451625632/
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- 15- A cace of the exposure of Tel Temir military council to an air strike by the
Turkish army :
- Type of violation: targeting a headquarter of Tel Temir military council by an air strike by
the Turkish army led to martyrdom of four military council members.
- The date of violation: on 19/8/2021, on Thursday at 23:06 in Tel Temir district.
- The source of news: Tel Temir military council - Human Rights Organization in Al-Jazeera.
- The event: on 19/8/2021 on Thursday at six o'clock , Tel Temir military council subjected to
an air strike of the Turkish army that led to martyrdom of four military council members, as
well as many of the wounded and Many civilians were also affected in the attack.
According to the statement issued by the Military Council of Tel Temir, the result of a
week's attacks by the Turkish army on Zarkan and Tel Temir and the air raid of their
headquarters in Tel Temir district was revealed.
In the statement, he said that since a week the Turkish army and its mercenaries have
continued targeting our people and attacks on headquarters of our forces committed to the
ceasefire, Tel Temir and its villages are constantly being bombed, and the town of Zarkan,
which belongs to Tel Temir and its villages, the village of Derdara, the farm and graves of
Qarajna, Mustalla and Shaghili have been constantly bombed.
On( 17 August 2021) Tawila village west of Tel Temir and the M4 international road were
hit by artillery fire as a result of which a child and two citizens died,/16/ people were
injured, the majority of them children and women and today (on 19 August 2021) At six
o'clock, the Turkish occupation army launched an air strike on our headquarters in Tel
Temir caused four of our comrades were martyred, as well as wounded.
The documents of our fellow martyrs in Tel Temir were uncovered to the media and public
opinion, the military council member and comrade were martyred as a result of an airstrike
and the Turkish occupying army.
Leader fellow from Afrin region and has participated in all military campaigns and the
critical stages in Roj Ava revolution in northeastern Syria, she has participated as a leader in
the Women's Protection Units /YPJ/ on the frontlines against ISIS terrorism and Turkish
occupation.
The comrade since the early stages of our revolutions participated with sacrifice and honor,
completed all his revolutionary tasks with sincerity and sacrifice, and our companions have
participated without hesitation in the most difficult stages of the Revolution and have
struggled for many years with sincerity, We in Tel Timer Military Council are not silent on
any kind of aggression and will respond to attacks within the framework of legitimate
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defense and the document of martyrs issued by the Syrian Democratic Forces Information
center.

Our fellow martyrs, member of the Military Council of the Women's Protection Units /YPJ/,
and the Military Council of the Syrian Democratic Forces , and our leader comrade of Tel
Timer Military Council ,our fighting comrade in Tel Timer Military Council and the comrade
, We recall all the martyrs of our Revolution as heroes with all respect and wish our people
and our blessed families patience and solace.
The following is a link showing what is issued The Levant News about the mentioned
incident :
https://thelevantnews.com/2021/08/%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%A6%D8%B1%D8%A9%D9%85%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D8%AA%D8%B1%D9%83%D9%8A%D8%A9%D8%AA%D8%B3%D8%AA%D9%87%D8%AF%D9%81-%D9%82%D9%8A%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%81%D9%8A-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A5%D8%AF

- 16- A cace of targeting of a drone for a car in front of a medical center in the
home of the wounded in the village of Hemo- west of Qamishli :
- Type of violation: targeting a commanding car in the SDF by shell of a drone from a Turkish
army led to five injured including a woman.
- The date of violation: on 32/8/2021 on Monday at 11:25 in the morning.
- The place of violation: center of the house of the wounded in the western village of HemoQamishli.
- Source of news: Human Rights Organization in Al-Jazeera –testimony of wounded- media
agencies- statement issued by Internal security forces.
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- The event: on 23/8/2021 Turkish reconnaissance flight bombed the car of the leader he is a
military commander in SDF, he was visiting one of the wounded in Hemo, west of Qamishli ,
when he finished visiting he got in the car with his attendants then the car was bombed (
white Jeep type) he was injured and two administrative civilians and one of his escort were
injured, they were taken to a hospital for treatment.
The following is an administrative permit at the house of the wounded who is wounded by
war, she was disabled in her foot in 2019 during the peace spring process in Tal Abyad, she
was working at the war wounded center near Hemo village.

I am a resident of Afrin city and currently live in a center for the treatment of war wounded
on Hemo road in the city of Qamishli and on 23/8/2021, Sunday at 10 o'clock a guest came
to the center and we hosted him until (11: 25 A.M. ) and then he decided to go and when
they got in the car they had(white Jeep type), we stayed there waiting them until they left
we heard before a reconnaissance drone several meters after leaving the car we suddenly
heard sound of bombing and the place filled with shrapnel and smoke, we saw the car were
shelled from the front with a rocket by a drone.
Shrapnel flattened everywhere and I felt it penetrate my body and filled my body with
blood, I tried to escape toward the bushes that were on the side of the road and due to my
foot was hit by a lot of shrapnel i can no longer move my left foot which is an artificial foot
due to a war attack on Tal Abyad in 2019, my prosthetic foot was broken by the shrapnel
and I could not move anymore, and I started screaming and asking for help, I was scared
due to I was unable to move, I thought my friend who were with me had lost their lives, but
I saw my friend who was with me ,she came towards me and was wounded in her hand
arteries, those who were inside the car they sustained various shrapnel injuries.
About quarter of an hour sound of drone was disappeared and a car came and moved me
to the hospital in Qamishli and a few minutes later they moved my colleague in a car to the
hospital and then they moved the guests.
I injured with /15/ fragments on my right foot and my prosthetic foot damaged, shrapnel
on my left foot stem, my right ear, my right head side, my hair cut off, shrapnel on my left
eye and I stayed swollen and bluish for several days, and the shrapnel still in my body, they
bandage my surgeon but they didn't get the shrapnel out.
Last night on Saturday(21) August, the Turkish army targeted a civilian in the south of
Kobani and a civilian car carrying the leader who is from Kobani city and participated in all
fronts of the fighting against ISIS, most recently in Deir Ezzor, while visiting the center for
the wounded in Qamishli on Monday /23 August/, He was injured and two civilians from
the wounded center administrators were taken to the hospital for treatment.
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In addition to the escalation carried out by the mercenaries of the Turkish Army associated
with the Turkish Army, the bombing of civilian homes in the town of Zarkan and Tal Temir
led to martyrdom of an elderly woman and child and the serious injury of dozens of
civilians.

"We in the Internal Security Forces - North and East of Syria " we call on the international
coalition and the Russian Federation to carry out their obligations about conventions to
guarantee the security of citizens in northern and eastern Syria which continues to be
threatened by escalation and repeated targeting by the Turkish Occupation State and
mercenaries of the national army affiliated with it.

The following is a link showing what is issued North Press about the mentioned incident :
https://npasyria.com/77291/
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- 17- A cace of targeting a military vehicle by a drone on Qamishli – Derek road :
- The type of violation: targeting a military vehicle by an air raid of the Turkish army and
limited to material damages .
- The date of violation: on Monday, 6/9/2021
- The place of violation: on Qamishli- Derek road near to Waneek village
- The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal Security
Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service in North
and East Syria .
- The event: on Monday, 6/9/2021 a military vehicle on Qamishli- Derek road near to Waneek
village has been targeted by an air raid of the Turkish army and limited to material damages.

- 18- A cace of targeting a drone to Al-Hamam village located in northeast
Manbij City :
- Type of violation: targeting Al-Harish area which surround the Euphrates River which

-

belongs to the village of Hamam in north-east of Manbij, with a shell from a drone causing
material damage .
The date of violation: on Sunday, on 12-9-2021.
The place of fall the shell: Al-Harish area which surround the Euphrates River which belongs
to the village of Hamam in north-east of Manbij .
The source of news: Human Rights Commission in Manbij- Manbij Military Council.
The event: on 12-9-2021 on Sunday, Al-Harish area which surround the Euphrates River
which belongs to the village of Hamam in north-east of Manbij, was exposed to a shell by a
drone of Turkish army that led to physical damage and productive trees logging, the village
of Hamam is one of the border villages between Manbij and Kobani and it has a civilian
population and no military point.
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The following is a link showing what is issued HAWAR ANHA about the mentioned incident :
https://hawarnews.com/ar/haber/alahtlal-altrky-yqsf-qryh-alhmam-fy-ryf-mnbj-h55492.html

- 19- A cace of a drone targeted a civilian vehicle in Kobani city:
- The type of violation: targeting a civilian vehicle of Turkish army by air raid that resulted in
the loss of life of three civilians and the injury of three others, as well as numerous material
damage to property.
- The date of violation: on Wednesday, on 20/10/2021 at 3:16
- The place of violation: Kobani city .
- The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal Security
Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service in North
and East Syria.
- The event: on 20/10/2021, on Wednesday at 3:16 a car was targeted by a Turkish army air
strike in Kobani city, which resulted in three civilians losing their lives, three others wounded
and material damage to property .
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The following is a link showing what is issued BAS NEWS about the mentioned incident :
https://www.basnews.com/ar/babat/718926

- 20- A cace of targeting a military vehicle by a drone on Aleppo road:

- The type of violation: targeting a military jeep with a Turkish army air raid that resulted in
-

three comrades losing their lives as well as material damage.
The date of violation: on Saturday, on 23/10/2021 at 3:16
The place of violation: the village of Yadi Qawi next to the Seran restaurant on Aleppo Road.
The source of the news: Human Rights Organization-General Command of Internal Security
Forces in North and East Syria - General Administration of Public Security Service in North
and East Syria.
The event: on Saturday, on 23/10/2021 at 3:16 military jeep was targeted by a Turkish army
airstrike on Aleppo road- the village of Yadi Qawi next to the Seran restaurant on Aleppo
Road which led to three people lost their lives and material damage was caused to property.
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- 21- A cace of targeting of a civilian vehicle by a drone in Al- Hilalia district of
Qamishli City :
- Type of violation: targeting a civilian vehicle by an air raid of the Turkish army led to three
civilians losing their lives from the same family .
- The date of violation: on Tuesday 9/11/2021, around 3:15 P.M
- The place of violation: Qamishli- Al-Hilalia district
- The source of news: Human Rights Organization in Al-Jazeera and information agencies and
witnesses from the victims' parents and those who were at the scene .
- The event: on 9/11/2021 on Tuesday at 3:15 P.M. a car was targeted by a Turkish army air
raid that caused killing of three civilians from the same family, the car was carrying three
people the grandfather and his grandchildren and while returning from family solace duty
to their home in the town of Qamishli in Al- Hilalia neighborhood they were targeted near
their home according to witnesses from the victims' family and neighbors, the raid landed
directly on the driver's side of the car, as a result of which the car was ignited by fire, the
people at the scene were unable to open the door of the car causing it to burning
completely.
A statement of some witnesses :
- The winess: ( the victims's brother) a 68-year, he said on Tuesday on 9/11/2021 I was with
my brother Yusef to do a job Until about 1 P.M. in the day of the incident, I left him to go to
a family duty, my brother 's grandsons and his other grandson who is the son of niece of
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my brother came by the car of his grandson to take him, while I was at my house near my
brother Yusuf's house, at about 3:15 in the noon I heard the sound of a bombing and I ran
out to find out what had happened and I saw the fire in front of my brother's house, I ran
up to see if this car was theirs, but the people gathered were stopping me from
approaching for fear of burning due to the burning inside the car and flames up to several
meters and I knew the car was theirs and they were inside then their bodies were taken to
the hospital we went to identify them, the bodies were charred and I knew my brother
from an old wound mark on his forehead and from his watch, and my brother's grandson
from the remains of his pants belt, and the other from the silver collar that was in his neck,
there was still a part of it and I felt kind of collapse from the difficulty of what I saw.
We are civilians in our homes, not on the fighting front of and the Turks attack us with their
drone and bomb us in front of our homes, they commit heinous crimes against us for which
we no longer feel secure our lives anywhere.
- The witness (mother of the second victim), a 59-year, she said I am a resident of Hasakah
Province, Qamishli City, Hilali District.
On 9/11/2021 I was at home and we had workers working at our house and at about 3:15
o'clock in the afternoon I heard the sound of a bombing, I ran outside to find out what
happened I saw a car burn and the Fire was rise, I tried to know what had occurred, but the
neighbors were stopping me, especially those who knew the car was ours, and then I
walked into my husband's brother's house near the scene, I tried to call my uncle and my
son but to no avail, then I heard an ambulance and I returned to the street but the Assayish
were stopping me.
The neighbors told me that the car was bombed from a drone.
Then my son came and told us that the car was ours, my uncle and my son and my nephew
were inside it, when I heard that I lost consciousness and they took me to the hospital.
our sons didn't attack anyone to be bombed in front of their house without mercy.
- The witness ( mother of the third victim) a 52-year, she said on the day of the accident on
Tuesday, 9/11/2021, in that day my son was asleep in the house until late, I tried to wake
him up to go to the condolence, and he said he was going with his grandfather and then I
arrived from the condolence to my house in the western neighborhood of Qamishli before
them, while I was sitting I heard voices from outside I ran out to find out what had
happened and neighbors told me that your nephew's car had been bombed by a drone in
front of their house in Al-Hilalia district and that your son was there and lost his life and I
couldn't believe what I heard, I wondered how that had happened until they told me that
your father and your nephew also lost their lives, the trauma was so difficult for me, my
son was spoiled s, my nephew the father of two young children and my father an old man,
they became a dead body.
the plane was hovering three days before the accident, but who knew it would bomb our
children and burn our hearts.
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The following is a link showing what is issued RT ARABIC about the mentioned incident :
https://arabic.rt.com/middle_east/1292526-%D9%85%D9%82%D8%AA%D9%84-3%D8%A3%D8%B4%D8%AE%D8%A7%D8%B5-%D9%81%D9%8A-%D9%87%D8%AC%D9%88%D9%85%D8%A8%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%A6%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D9%85%D8%B3%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D9%83%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%81%D9%8A-%D8%B4%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D8%B1%D9%82-%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7/

- 22- A cace of targeting of a drone a house east of Kobani :
- The type of violation: targeting of a civilian home in the eastern city of Kobani by a shell
from a drone of the Turkish army resulted in the loss of five civilians lives and the injury of
four others with wounds.

- The place of violation : house in the neighborhood of the martyr Beeman, east of Kobani.
- The date of violation: on 25/12/2021, on Saturday evening, around 16:00 o'clock
- The source of the news: Human Rights Organization in Euphrates- Eyewitnesses - Media
Agencies.

- The event: on 25/12/2021, on Saturday evening around four o'clock in the evening,
targeting a house of displaced persons from Tel Abyad in a neighborhood of the martyr
Beeman, east of Kobani by a shell from a drone of the Turkish army resulted in the loss of
five civilians among them three women lives and the injury of four others with wounds
among them two women they were taken to the city hospital and the injured were in
dangerous health.
The following is a link showing what is issued ANHA about the mentioned incident :
https://hawarnews.com/ar/haber/e2808be2808be2808be2808be2808be2808be2808btaerh-msyrh-llahtlal-altrkythwm-fy-smaa-kwbany-h60073.html

28/12/2021

Human Rights Origination in Jazeera
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